4 STORE PRICING TOOL OPTIONS

Store pricing

You can set your own price and discounts, for any book in the ADA IndieCommerce Solution database by a number of different methods. Choose 1 of

- By Model
- By Wholesale Discount Code
- NET Discount Setting
- Not For Sale

You may use more than one method at a time. If you have priced an individual ISBN, ISBN pricing will always take precedence over other methods.

- Books with NET wholesale discounts cannot be purchased or sold.
- If you choose to sell NET discounted books, you can edit the settings.

By Model

Discount or markup the price of a Model or ISBN.

By Wholesale Discount Code

Discount or markup the prices listed in discount categories from wholesalers.

NET Discount Setting

Option to sell NET discounted books.

Not for sale

Upload ISBNs that cannot be purchased from this site.

By Model (ISBN)

Discount items by ISBN

You have already set prices for the ISBNs listed below

+ Add a new ISBN

Store pricing

Model


Percentage

Numerical value without the %

Discount/Markup

- Discount
- Markup

Submit
Wholesale Discount

Add a new Wholesale Discount Category.

Discount Category
- REG

Commonly Used
- REG
- NET
- LOW
- 5%
- 10%
- 15%
- 20%
- 25%
- 30%
- 35%
- 40%
- 45%
- 50%
- 55%
- 60%

Uncommon
- 1%
- 2%
- 3%

Percentage *

Discount/Markup *
- Discount
- Mark Up

Submit

NET Discount Setting

Store pricing

- NET Discount:
  Books with NET wholesale discount cannot be purchased on-line. Uncheck.

Message displayed for the price
- Email or call for price

Submit
Not For Sale

You can upload a file with a list of ISBNs that you do not wish to offer for sale on this site.
- File must use the .txt extension.
- ISBNs should be ISBN 13 and cannot have hyphens or spaces.
- One ISBN per line
- Please upload a new updated file if you wish to make any changes.

Latest Uploads and Updates made:
Not Available

Message displayed for books that are not for sale:
This item is not available for sale on this site.
For books that are not sold through the website, this is the message that will be displayed instead of the price. You can edit the message here.

Submit

STORE PRICING TAB ON PRODUCT PAGES

Private Vegas (Mass Market)

By James Patterson, Maxine Paetro
$9.99

Store pricing

Model:
9781455515936

Percentage:
20
Numerical value without the %

Discount/Markup:
Discount
Mark Up

Submit